THE  FOUR  GEORGES
to an end. Rioting began in the late spring of 1816. The
disturbances were particularly numerous in the counties
of Cambridge, Essex, and Suffolk, and at Littleport, in
May, the troops were obliged to open fire; two men were
killed, while five were afterwards executed for their share
in the outbreak. Before the end of the year the spirit of
discontent had spread to London, where a rising took
place with the seizure of the Tower for its object; it
failed owing to the personal courage of the Lord Mayor,
but not until some blood had been spilt. In the following
January the Prince Regent was insulted in the streets on
his return from the opening of Parliament.
la  1818 the centre of disturbance was temporarily
transferred to the North of England, and in particular to
Manchester.   Towards the end of that year there was a
cotton strike, which was accompanied by considerable
violence and some bloodshed, while in August 1819 there
took place the so-called  "Manchester Massacres".    A
monster reform meeting was convened for the i6th of
that month, and the magistrates foolishly decided to
arrest the ringleaders in the middle of the demonstration.
For this purpose they had at their disposal several com-
panies of infantry, six troops of the i£th Hussars, and a
body of Yeomanry, as well as a number of special con-
stables.   The Chief Constable declared that he could not
effect the necessary arrests without the aid of the military,
and a detachment of Yeomanry was ordered to advance,
only, however, soon to be isolated in the middle of a
surging crowd.   At this point one of the magistrates, who
thought that the Yeomen were in danger, asked the
officer in command of the Hussars to rescue them, and
to disperse the mob.   Four troops of Hussars, and a few
of the Yeomanry, thereupon charged, and people fled in
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